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Mx: A step backward for· u.s. 
By Martha Roberts Springs, Nevada, ' where the inain operating base 
Editorials Editor would be built. Almost all the land is public. 

No state in the United States wants to become a There are some other basic problems with the 
site for the MX missile and risk being 'sacrificed' MX_ missile syst~m. First, Reagan's top defense 
if there i~ a nuclear war. President Reagan has al- adviSors, according to the Missoulian feel that 
most decided to deploy the MX missile system in the MX missile system could not surviv~ an attack 
Nevada, rather than Montana or Utah (Sept. 17, without the installment of an anti-ballistic missile 
1980 issue of the Missoulian.) system, now known as BMD or ballistic missile 

Each missile in the MX system would carry 10 defense. 
warheads and be more accurate according to the Secondly, the amount of "fake" shelters neces-
Missoulian, than the current 'u.s. lan~ based ~ to _hide the MX system is, according to the 
ICBM's. Theoretically, a fraction of the present Missoulian, based on the assumption that Russia 
Soviet missile force could now destroy 90 percent would keep the number of warheads it develops 
of the U.S. ICBM's based underground in the to the limits set by the Salt IT Arms Treaty. This Midwest. treaty was not ratified so Russia can now build 

Yet, the government feels it is safer to maintain m~re warheads. This means the U.S. government 
three kinds of nuclear forces or a "triad". This will probably have to keep expanding the number 
consists of land based, submarine and air based of shelters it builds in order to protect the MX 
nuclear missiles. Supposedly this protects the system. 
whole U.S. system from becoming useless if Rus- No matter where the MX missile system is built 
sia has a. breakthroug~ in ~efense technology. the environment will be damaged and wildlife 

According to the Missoulian, Reagan is leaning will be disturbed. ' 
toward shuttling 100 MX's on tracks among 500 to Most importantly, Nevada (which Reagan 
1,000 missile shelters in Nevada. This "hide and seems to favor the MX system) would become a 
~k game" is supposed to keep the Soviets guess- "sacrificial" state. If the United States and the 
mg where the missiles are hiddt!n. Since Russia Soviet Union had a nuclear war, Nevada would be 

, _would not be able to tell where the missiles really destroyed first. 
. are, th~ t_heory is it would have to destroy all the This may not really matter. If the U.S. and Rus-
MX missile silos and use up much of its warhead sia ~ver had a real nu~lear war, it is likely that the 
supply in the process. entire North Amencan continent would be . 

This sounds nice until the real facts are brought destroyed and the world's environment would be 
out into the open. The Mormon Church has come totally changed. If we ever really attacked Russia, 
out with a statement opposing the MX missile Europe would be demolished along with the 
system. According to this statement the construe- Soviet Union. In any case, man's culture as we 
tion of the MX missile system, " ... would in- know it today, would be wiped out. 
volve the construction of thousands of miles of What then, is the purpose of building up no-
heavy duty roads," as well as many, many times clear arms like the MX missile system? The U.S. 
the amount of shelters as missiles. This would government tells its people, as Russia probably 
cause, " ... the influx of thousands of temporary does also, that nuclear war weapons are built to 
workers and families, together with those in- "deter" nuclear war. Yet, the Morman statement 
volved in support services, and would create opposing the MX missile system states, " .. . His-
grave sociological problems .. . " tory indicates that man has seldom created arma-
. The MX plan also angers many environmental- ments that eventually were not put to use." 
1sts and ranchers. Obviously there would be mas- The evidence is before us. We are headed to-
sive environmental changes due to the large range ward the destruction of everything man has taken 
construction that would be necessary. If Reagan thousands of years to create. We have to reverse 
apporves the !()()-shelter plan, according to the our direction. Building the MX system is another 
Missoulaian, the shelters would be constructed in step backwards, maybe· forever. Mutual disarma-
seven to 14 valleys, mostly to the north of Coyote ment by the U.S. and R~ia is the only answer. 

Lance policy eXPi&t~"e'dofowworld 
By Alise Rudio -
Editor result of their journalistic writ-

With his arrival at Hellgate of ing. 
new administrative leadership . When all these things are con-
Principal Don Harbaugh ha~ s1dered, ~he ~~ce staff finds 
brought fresh complaints about Harbau_gh s opm10ns (that the 
the Lance as a high school news- Lance IS too negative and gives 
paper. Although Harbaugh is not the school a bad image) ridicu-
alone or original in his critic- lous and superficial. The Lance 
isms, it seems his complaints would like to point out that it is 
have created an ideal time for an a newspaper and not a "good 
explanation of Lance policy. ne_ws" paper. Sure, we could 

More than anything else pnnt front page banner headline 
working on the student newspa: stories about Pep Club's success-
per is a class - a journalism ful bake sale. And when "bad 
class. In this class, students are new~:· must be printed we_co"llld" 
taught how to write all types of say Lack of fuqds cause pro-
newspaper stories (from inter- gram cuts 7" but that's okay, suf-
view to final copy editing) and fering makes us grow!!" Ac-
how to mechanically put a news- . tually, wha~ the ~nee staff tries 
paper together (from design and to ~ccomplish With the paper is 
~yout to stripping-in of head- trymg to get across a profes-
lines and stories). Students are s1onal styled tabloid that is in-
also taught the rights and re- fo~ative, interesting and enter-
sponsibilities of the press. taming. The Lance is a service to 

One thing that some people do the readers who are the students 
not seem to understand is that at and teachers of Hellgate (and 
~ellgate students are not taught not the people throughout the 
big~ sch~l journalism but pro- state who might pick up the 
f~SSional Journalism. Also, the paper) . 
nghts and responsibilitis the Granted, the Lance screws up. 
Lance has are the same as the We have misquoted, misspelled 
professional press. The staff is and failed to print stories. We 
allowed the constitutional right try to print stories by impor-
of freedom of the press (without tance quality and reader inter-
physical intervention of the advi- est. Sometimes we lose perspec-
sor or administrators) as long as tive of what the readers want. 
they do not commit libel write -Because of this we would greatly 
obscenities or cause m'aterial appreciate letters to the editor 
disruption of the school as the or story ideas (These can be de-

livered to the Lance room or to 
the Lance box in the Central Of
fice). The invitation for story 
ideas is especially open to Harb
augh. But we will only accept 
"positive" story ideas from you, 
SIT. 

Errors in grammar, balanced 
coverage and reader service are 
~gs we will always be seeking 
to tmprove. But the Lance will 
not tolerate opinions that the 
stude~t ne_wspaper is guilty of 
sen~b~~alism or "yellow jour
nalism. We are not trying to 
sell papers. It is true that we like 
to "question authority" but 
th~re is nothing wrong with 
dOing that as long as it is done 
fairly about a valid and impor
tant subject. If the staff feels 
students' best interests are not 
being looked after or that the 
students are being mislead the 
Lance tries to find out why.' It is 
as simple as that. 

It is always a bit shocking to 
hear someone in the business of 
education condemn the Lance 
for being too professional as op
posed to the traditional and ligh
ter (and outdated) high school 
type paper. It is as if we are 
tM:ing discouraged for using our 
mmds. We are not looking for 
trouble. It seems that some still 

· (eel that nowadays-children ~ 
be heard, only if they do it qui
etly. 

Speed limit saves lives 
By Julie Burk 
Assistant Editorials Editor 

In 1973, the United States Congress imposed a temporary national 
speed limit of 55 mph, in response to fuel shortages caused by the Arab 
oil embargo. 

On Septermber 14, 1981, a lawyer for state Senator Gary Lee R-Fort 
Shaw, asked the Montana Supreme Court to declare the 55 m'ph fuel 
conservation speed limit unconstitutional. ' 

The big fuss centers around the legality of the procedures used by the 
Montana Legislature when it enacted the 55 mph speed limit in 1973. 

t"awyer Cameron Ferguson argued that the 1973 emergency act of 
Congress was repealed when Congress replaced the temporary law with 
1974 _amendments to the Federal Highway Act making it a permanent 
reqmrement that federal dollars must be denied to any state having a 
speed limit over 55. 

Ferguson went on to say that since Montana's law was tied to the re
pealed 1973 federal law it was an unconstitutional incorporation of a 
yet-to-be encacted law (the 1974 law) for the state's speed limit to be set 
on the basis of the 1974 federal law. 

Senator Lee must ~ant th_e ~5 speed limit lifted pretty badly because 
he seems to be makmg a b1g Issue out of something so small. 

Neverth~less, the 55 mph speed limit should not be lifted. Speeding 
motor vehicles belong. o~ race~acks, not on public highways. 
Alt~ough the speed limit was Imposed to save fuel, not lives, its safety 

benefits became apparent shortly after it was enacted. In 1974 the first 
year of 55, auto fatalities dropped by more than 9000. Critics' say that 
the reduction was because Americans drove less in '74 than in '73. But 
the decrease in miles traveled was only 2.5 percent compared with a 16 
percent fatality drop. ' 

According to the~-~· Department of Transportation strong enforce
me~t of th~ speed limit could forestall as many as 415,000 injury-pro
ducmg. accidents over. the next ten years, and save up to 32,000 lives. 

Admittedly, there Will always be people who ignore 55 so if the speed 
limit were to be raised, people would exceed that ~- Therefore, it 
would be better to keep it at 55. 

Furthermore, people complain that the law costs too much to en
force, but in any case, states will always have to enforce some kind of 
speed limit whether it is 55, 65 or 75. The cost doesn't vary significantly 
for different speeds. 

Moreover, the exact amount of savings varies with the vehicle but 
cuts in fuel use when speed is reduced from 70 to 55 mph co~only 
range from 15 to 30 percent. 

In 1978, the Dept. of Transportation estimated that Americans were 
saving 1.5 billio~ g~ons of gasoline a year as a result of 55. According 
to :_more recent findings, the fuel saved is more like 3.5 billion gallons a 
year .due to highly economical cars and trucks. 
~eri~ have had seven years to evaluate the 55 speed limit. The 

ev.idenc:e IS all favorable. The law saves gas. And lives. 


